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1. Overview: PrivOps MatrixTM

Built on open source, the patent pending PrivOps Matrix TM is a 

unified data fabric for hybrid application deployment, integration, 

automation, and data governance 

The PrivOps Matrix TM is not intended to 

replace systems of record, systems of 

intelligence or systems of engagement 

inside and outside the organization, but 

rather to harmonize them.  

By integrating, governing and automating 

data flows between complex systems, the 

PrivOps Matrix TM serves as the foundation 

for a business technology platform. With 

the PrivOps MatrixTM, organizations can 

securely and compliantly monetize data by 

controlling in real time where sensitive data 

lives, how it’s stored, and when, who or 

what has access. 
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Components: The PrivOps MatrixTM

The PrivOps MatrixTM was designed with two core 

elements – the Matrix Hybrid Integration FabricTM and 

the Matrix metaDNATM catalog.  The first is an 

application architecture Gartner calls an “event driven, 

mesh app and service architecture” (MASA - referring 

to a mesh of separate services) to create hybrid 

applications.   

This is combined with metaDNATM, a next generation 

data & metadata management system, which 

improves on traditional metadata management 

systems in several very important ways. A key 

difference is that whereas traditional metadata 

management systems store descriptive metadata, 

metaDNATM not only manages descriptive metadata, 

but also manages across all data domains including 

things like customer records, data models, 

configurations, policies (rules), & software application 

code as well.  

The Matrix Hybrid Integration FabricTM and the Matrix 

metaDNATM catalog are not separate physical 

components, they’re seamlessly integrated to form 

PrivOps Matrix NodesTM in a distributed mesh 

architecture where resilience (disaster recovery) and 

scalability are built in by design. 

The PrivOps MatrixTM also utilizes a 

hybrid open source model. It’s built on 

open source software trusted by some 

of the world’s largest technology 

companies, but also includes 

proprietary components. This is not a problem though, 

as PrivOps provides options for one-time purchases 

of the proprietary components, including source code.  

With the right to use and customize these 

components, organizations are no longer held 

hostage by predatory vendors more interested in 

profits than helping their customers innovate. 

PrivOps Matrix metaDNATM

A unique data & metadata management system that federates 
across all data domains with a standardized data model 
(ontology) and general-purpose programmable functions

The PrivOps Matrix Hybrid Integration FabricTM

The first truly distributed control, integration, automation and 
orchestration fabric built as an event driven (runtime) services 
mesh built on open source node.js. It consists of workflow/policy 
automation and data transformation (ETL) with Matrix 
WorkflowsTM, and cloud orchestration with Matrix InfrastructureTM

PrivOps Matrix NodesTM

A resilient and scalable physical architecture composed of nodes, 
a combination of appliances and database cluster instances. The 
database component utilizes open source Apache CassandraTM, 
which seamlessly works with cloud providers, on-premise 
solutions, containers, and orchestration tools
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2. In detail:  The PrivOps MatrixTM architecture 

2.1. PrivOps Matrix metaDNATM  

Unlike other data catalogs that are domain specific like 

CMDBs, master data management catalogs, product 

information catalogs, source code repositories, etc. the 

PrivOps Matrix metaDNATM catalog spans all data 

domains.  It’s the key to efficiently building hybrid 

applications and integrating, automating and governing 

data, no matter what type (data domain) or where it lives 

(multi-cloud, hybrid cloud) 

The patent pending PrivOps Matrix metaDNATM consists of 

a data ontology (or data object model), the data catalog 

containing the objects in the ontology, and a software 

library containing programmable general-purpose functions 

to interact with the catalog. 

 

Data Entities:  How metaDNATM data 

objects are stored as time-series data 

Each object is stored as a row in a columnar format 

database. A data object can have many database rows 

associated with it, but only the most recent row is the 

current state of the data object.  The result is time series 

data for audit, troubleshooting, code versioning, and many 

other benefits; organizations can demonstrate every 

change, every event, every access at every point in time, 

for all their digital assets and metadata. 

 

 

The PrivOps metaDNATM Ontology 

 

Just as DNA provides the foundation for life, 

PrivOps’ Matrix metaDNATM provides the 

foundation for a digital business technology 

platform. 

• Data entities – time series data objects 

• Object types –  

o Resources 

o Policies 

o Functions 

o Data 

• Properties (of objects) 

• Interrelationships between objects – for 

example an application service (application 

group) 
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metaDNATM Object Types 

The key innovation behind metaDNATM is the realization that all 

digital information can be broken into combinations of just four 

standard data object types. These standard objects can be 

connected and reconnected in ways that make building 

increasingly complex digital systems scalable 

These object types are: Policies (rules), resources (device configuration & state), 

functions (software code), and data (descriptive metadata & actual data).  Unlike a 

typical schema, metaDNATM (like biological DNA) encodes all binary data using its data 

object model consisting of only the four atomic data objects. Because these data 

objects have a standardized format, it’s 

possible to automate connecting data 

objects in almost any configuration to 

create new applications, integrate with 

existing applications & data and automate 

data governance at any scale - much like 

LegosTM. 

 

metaDNATM Object Properties 

Each data object has standard properties, properties specific to that object type, and fully custom properties.  These 

properties are read and written using automated functions in the metaDNATM library using the nearly universal JSON 

format.  Policies can be updated or extended automatically without affecting running applications or resources. 

 

 

Object type Properties stored in data objects 

Standard properties (all 
objects) 

• nodeId - unique identifier 

• nodeType – template name for object 

• dcGroup – Datacenter interrelationship 

• opGroup – Application interrelationship 

• obSubGroup – Object classification 

• timestamp 

Resources Parameters indicating state attributes and or configurations for physical or 
virtual resources. Examples include the size of an AWS EC2 instance and 
its state ( i.e running, stopped). 

Policies • Configuration parameters (rules) for interfaces, databases, other tools 
etc. 

• Rules defining which policy objects govern which resources 
(interrelationships)   

Functions Application source code and metadata stored as strings  

“Once you break all digital 

information into standardized 

objects, it is much easier to 

automate it.” 
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Matrix metaDNATM Object Interrelationships 

 

Matrix metaDNATM object interrelationships define how data objects come together to create applications.  Stored as 

object properties within data objects, there are four primary interrelationship types: 

• PrivOps MatrixTM Application 

Service: A unique configuration of 

data objects loaded from the 

metaDNATM catalog as an appliance. 

• PrivOps MatrixTM Application 

Group: One or more application 

services whose configuration is 

defined by a policy from the 

metaDNATM catalog 

• PrivOps MatrixTM Datacenter Group: 

One or more Application Groups 

associated with a physical location, as 

defined by a policy. An Application 

Group may be a member of one or 

more Datacenter Groups. This is really 

important since location context drives 

use of different application 

components (i.e. different libraries 

when deploying to AWS vs. Azure) 

• PrivOps MatrixTM Policy list: This is 

a special category of interrelationship 

as it only affects policy data objects by 

defining which policies affect which resources and functions within an application group. 
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Example: How Matrix metaDNATM automates microservice construction 

In a service-oriented application architecture, monolithic applications are broken into separate “services”. For 

example, a web-based customer application could be broken down into a web front end, a customer eCommerce 

portal, a product catalog, and so on.  Those services can be broken down further into even smaller services, like the 

PCI transaction service component of the eCommerce portal.  Microservices extends the service-oriented concept 

to the point where a service performs a singular function, like updating a product sku in the product catalog.  

The PrivOps MatrixTM takes this to the logical extreme by breaking down even the simplest services into 

combinations of the 4 atomic data types. To deploy or modify an application service is simple. Using functions from 

the Matrix metaDNATM library, workflows copy the data objects from the metaDNATM catalog stored in Cassandra to 

the service location, which could be an AWS EC2 instance, Kubernetes container and/or on-premise Linux instance.  

Since the function knows the application group and datacenter group (because they’re data object parameters), any 

deployment workflow automatically switches out only the data objects that are different based on location and 

application context, making multi-cloud mesh applications simple to deploy and manage in a fully automated 

manner. 

By breaking microservices into atomic 

components, the PrivOps MatrixTM 

makes it possible to migrate, in real 

time, microservices between cloud 

providers, bare metal, different 

container technologies and serverless 

based on cost, application load, and 

performance requirements. 
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Microservice deployment example 

Multi-cloud application (post deployment) 
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2.2. The PrivOps Matrix Hybrid Integration FabricTM 

The PrivOps Matrix Hybrid Integration Fabric TM is an event driven 

(runtime) services mesh that connects to internal and 

external microservices, legacy systems and APIs. It is 

implemented via a set of software modules written in 

node.js, the fastest growing open source server-side runtime 

environment and loaded as part of runtimes called Matrix Appliances.  

Appliances are composed of data objects loaded from the metaDNATM 

catalog and are created as runtimes and/or microservices on virtual 

machines, containers, serverless functions, and/or on physical servers. 

Appliances are created to perform many different tasks, are 

reconfigurable on the fly, completely asynchronous (no dependencies), have unlimited horizontal scalability and run 

on multiple clouds as well as on-premise. Appliance construction is also not dependent on any particular 

microservice framework, cloud, or virtualization strategy and organizations are free to use what they already have or 

choose whatever technology makes the most sense. 

Open source software architecture 

PrivOps MatrixTM appliances are constructed in an UbuntuTM Linux instance with Node.jsTM installed 

as well as other modules for integration with external systems and a Cassandra Node.jsTM driver that 

connects to the Cassandra cluster. The Cassandra cluster can be dedicated to the PrivOps MatrixTM 

or part of a larger cluster that contains other datastores. Utilizing several MatrixTM libraries, Matrix 

WorkflowsTM performs integration, automation, and ETL functions required to support the appliance’s assigned task.  

The PrivOps Matrix Hybrid Integration 

FabricTM 

• Software architecture 

o Appliances 

▪ Fabric manger 
▪ Other appliances 

• Integration 

• Matrix WorkflowsTM  

• Matrix metaDNATM library  

• Matrix InfrastructureTM library 

• Matrix UtilitiesTM library 
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Fabric manager appliance 

The only difference between a fabric manager appliance and other 

appliances is its function.  The fabric manager handles management 

workflows associated with the PrivOps MatrixTM itself.  

Other appliances 

Appliances can be composed to perform any number of tasks as a 

standalone function, as an intermediary between applications, or as 

a service within a complex application or group of applications. For 

example, as part of a complex application, an appliance could 

integrate with internal and external data sources via API, transform the data and load the data into the metaDNATM 

catalog.  Other appliances would perform additional services to cleanse data via 3rd party API, filter the data based 

on privacy policies and consent data, and limit data access based on policies. 

 

 

 

Integration 

By using open source for integration, 

organizations can avoid lock-in while 

saving significantly on software licensing 

costs. The PrivOps MatrixTM uses 

node.js, the most popular and quickest growing open 

source server-side programming language.  Because 

of its popularity, all major (and most minor) software 

vendors provide fully supported software development 

kits and/or connectors.   

Using node package manager, 

integrations have access to over 

500,000 plug-ins making it easy to 

connect to virtually any API, software, database, or 

tool in existence. 

By using node.js, organizations have easy access to 

the entire node.js open source ecosystem of 

frameworks and other software components, as well 

as a large and growing talent pool. 

Adding integration connectors into an appliance 

couldn’t be simpler.  Just add a single command to a 

build script or at the command line to install the 

node.js package onto the appliances’ UbuntuTM 

operating system or image. 

Fabric manager workflow examples 

Add resource 

Add/update policies 

Add/update object templates 

Add DB node 

Create new MatrixTM node 

Get resource attributes 

Get policies 

List resources 
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Matrix WorkflowsTM 

Written in node.js, Matrix WorkflowsTM are executables that are accessed by (or 

incorporated into) microservices, other runtimes, or at the command line.  There 

are two types of Matrix WorkflowsTM, standard (included in the PrivOps MatrixTM 

fabric manager) and custom user defined workflows.  Matrix WorkflowsTM have 

access to functions in the libraries for metaDNATM, Matrix InfrastructureTM, and 

Matrix UtilitiesTM, meaning developers working with workflows are easy to recruit 

and train because they need no special knowledge of Cassandra or how 

metaDNATM works under the hood.  Workflows are also modular, designed to be 

able to call one another, making code (and developer productivity) more efficient 

when building complex processes.   

 

Matrix metaDNATM library 

The Matrix metaDNATM library contains dozens of generic functions that eliminate the need for developers to 

understand how the metaDNATM catalog works or how the data models are constructed.  For example, the 

buildSchema function automatically builds and modifies the data table based on the JSON object input. By using 

generic modular functions, developer productivity is much higher with increased code reuse and because function 

enhancements are quickly propagated across the codebase. 

 

Select metaDNATM functions 
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Matrix InfrastructureTM library 

The Matrix InfrastructureTM library contains generic functions that facilitate orchestration of physical and virtual 

resources.  For each cloud environment, a Matrix InfrastructureTM library exists (or is easily created), and based on 

policies defined by the Datacenter group. these libraries are switched out on the fly, making multi-cloud not only 

easier but fully automated.  It’s also possible to create libraries that interact with existing orchestration solutions, like 

AWS Cloud Formation, Terraform, and many others. 

 

2.3. Physical architecture – Matrix NodesTM 

 

 

Distributed everything 

Unlike the architectures of traditional integration platforms and 

metadata catalogs, the PrivOps MatrixTM distributes everything.  

Cassandra, the most scalable, widely used open 

source NoSQL distributed database technology 

available, provides for physical storage of data 

and metadata in transit as well as the Matrix 

metaDNATM metadata catalog created by the 

Matrix metaDNATM software module.   

Cassandra’s distributed instances can be located anywhere (cloud 

providers, on-premise) and replicate database instances (called 

keyspaces) across datacenters, deployments are easily automated, the 

Matrix metaDNATM catalog is automatically distributed, disaster 

recovery is built in by design and performance is maximized because 

metadata is local.  Because Cassandra consistency is tunable, the 

PrivOps MatrixTM supports both asynchronous (data, metadata) and 

synchronous (data) operations. 

PrivOps Matrix NodesTM 

 

 

• Distributed everything 

o Local access/high performance 

o Resilience built-in by design 

▪ Node construction 
o Fabric manager 
o Appliances 
o Local DB cluster 

Apple, for example, runs more than 78,000 Cassandra 

nodes. At IBM, The Weather Company processes over 

30 billion API requests daily on its Cassandra based IoT 

platform.   
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PrivOps MatrixTM Node construction 

A PrivOps Matrix NodeTM is the physical embodiment of the PrivOps MatrixTM.  A Matrix NodeTM consists of a local 

Cassandra cluster (connected to clusters in other cloud and on-premise environments) where the metaDNATM 

catalog lives, a fabric manager appliance that manages the node, and other appliances.  Each DB cluster and 

appliance can be built on a virtual machine, cloud instance, container, or bare metal server, depending on sizing 

requirements based on current and future application throughput needs and application locations.  A common 

configuration is to have persistent dedicated instances for the DB cluster and containers for the appliances.  

 

 

 

  

PrivOps MatrixTM Architectural 

example – customer 365 app 
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3. Security, privacy, and data governance with the PrivOps MatrixTM  
 

The PrivOps MatrixTM is not by itself a security or data governance platform.  But the PrivOps MatrixTM is the key to 

synthesize multiple 3rd party products into an end to end security, privacy and data governance capability within an 

organization’s digital business technology platform. 

 

The PrivOps MatrixTM: 

• Enables security by design by incorporating security policies into automation workflows.  

• Integrates with security platforms like Active Directory, AWS IAM (or any LDAP platform) to combine identity 

management with consent management for a seamless privacy and security architecture 

• Extends an LDAP’s ability to include data controls that govern data access across any data location based 

on real time updates in consent and requestor rights. 

• Enables data governance solution plugins (ex. data cleansing from SYNTHio) to create end to end data 

governance workflows across all an organizations applications and databases.   

• Supports encryption at rest and in transit through 3rd party tools that work natively with Cassandra (and 

Cassandra itself) 

• Supports building privacy and security microservices directly and combining them seamlessly with 3rd party 

security and privacy products 

 

The above example represents a high-level governance and security architecture for a GDPR hybrid application that 

filters out sensitive personal data based on data subject consent.  The fabric manager communicates through the 

AWS API using IAM to restrict rights for the appliances in the Matrix NodeTM when provisioning or managing 

infrastructure.  Meanwhile, the consent manager appliance microservice stores consent data on AWS S3 (using 

permissions provided by the fabric manager from IAM) and links users and roles from Active Directory to data 

subject preferences stored in the consent management datastore stored on AWS S3.   
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4. Use case examples 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.  GDPR compliance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The PrivOps MatrixTM provides a single control plane to manage workflows, policies, 

attributes, customer data, and all other data and metadata related to GDPR compliance 

across the enterprise, both in the cloud and on premise.   
 

Unified control of data management operations and orchestration provides for significant advantages. It helps create 

and manage role-based data permissions, and allows you to set up processes to add, change, or revoke permitted 

uses of data based on user consent, set data retention policies, control data location, erase and or pseudonymize 

customer data, and automate many other controls and processes related to data protection and compliance.  

Using the workflows, the metaDNATM catalog, real-time data pipeline and thousands of connectors to virtually every 

internal and external IT system, the PrivOps Matrix TM makes it easy to coordinate data governance and compliance 

workflows between various systems with minimal rework. 
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Automation workflows 

Privacy by 
Design

Access/transaction  logging

Policy/rule change logging

Data, code change logging & versioning

Pseudonymization, anonymization and 
encryption controls

Data localization & retention

Compliance 
Workflows

Consent management

Role based sensitive data access & masking 

Customer data erasure (RTBF)

Data classification

Multiple customer account consolidation

Policy changes & updates

Breach reporting
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4.1.1. GDPR application example: Real-time sensitive data mask/filter  
 

Among other things, GDPR requires that data subjects have the right to withdraw consent at any time; PrivOps 

makes it possible to filter sensitive personal data (PII plus other sensitive data ) in non-consenting customer records 

(or US vs. EU customer records) based on who makes the request in real time while roles control who gets access 

to what data and in what location. 

 

In this example, we are pulling customer contact 

information from a 3rd party, in this case SFDC.  

The data source could just as easily be an 

internal data source, such as a web application or 

customer service database.  We’re still a data 

controller (collector) because our sales people 

are gathering the data, making us responsible for 

GDPR compliance.  We also must demonstrate 

PII going to 3rd parties are compliant as well as 

demonstrate that we have internal controls in 

place to ensure unauthorized parties are 

prevented from accessing the data. Finally, we 

must demonstrate that individuals who have not 

given or have revoked consent for a specific 

acceptable use (such as a 3rd party coupon 

provider) will not have their sensitive data shared. 

And we also want to be able to freely share non-

sensitive data to support business activities.   
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4.2. Software defined managed services - SDMS 

Example SDMS implementation 

Benefits of the PrivOps Matrix to managed service providers  

• Align the managed services model with Agile - Start with manual processes, add SMB oriented ITSM 

components, and then grow into enterprise IT services vendors only when growth/scalability demands it – 

while minimizing switching costs. 

• Take advantage of best of breed service components from many ITSM vendors without being stuck into a 

particular platform 

• Easily productize new services, like SIEM, WAF, data integrity checking and data cleansing by building 

cross stack workflows that quickly integrate 3rd party vendor solutions into billing, monitoring, and the rest of 

the services stack. 

• Provide managed services including integrations into customers’ ITSM stack - service desk integration, 

monitoring integration, provisioning/orchestration to name a few. 

Differentiating new offerings (in addition to standard offerings) for managed service providers using the 

PrivOps Matrix 

• Hybrid applications managed and professional services – Provide the ability to build and support complex 

applications composed of services combined and distributed across multi-cloud infrastructure, 

serverless/PaaS offerings, SaaS APIs and legacy/custom monolithic applications. 

• Virtual Data lake as a service – Provide data in real time via high speed data pipeline to support analytics 

and AI without the cost and complexity of traditional data lakes. 

• Data governance and compliance as a service – use PrivOps’ metaDNA catalog to attach metadata to data 

across the enterprise and manage use of data based on user consent preferences and requestor rights and 

roles. 

 


